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Abstract—The emerging autonomous vehicles (AVs) will in-
evitably revolutionize the transportation systems. This is because
of a key feature of AVs; instead of being managed by human
drivers as the conventional vehicles, AVs are of the complete
capability to manage the driving by themselves. As a result,
the futuristic intelligent transportation system (FITS) can be a
centrally managed and optimized system with the fully coordi-
nated driving of vehicles, which is impossible by the current
transportation systems controlled by humans. In this article,
we envision the operation of such FITS when AVs, advanced
vehicular networks (VANETs) and artificial intelligence (AI) are
adopted. Specifically, we first develop the autonomous vehicular
networks (AVNs) based on the advanced development of AVs and
heterogeneous vehicular communication technologies to achieve
global data collection and real-time data sharing. With this
network architecture, we then integrate AVNs and AI based
on the intelligent digital twin (IDT) to design the FITS with
the target of setting up an accurate and efficient global traffic
scheduling system. After that, compared with the conventional
schemes, a customized path planning case is studied to evaluate
the performance of the proposed FITS. Finally, we highlight the
emerging issues related to the FITS for future research.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of urbanization, the percentage
of population residing in cities is envisioned to rise to 70%
in 2050 [1]. As a major means of transportation in cities,
commute by vehicles is an essential part in our daily life.
To this end, vehicular networks (VANETs) have attracted a
lot of attention with the target of developing intelligent trans-
portation system (ITS) and making our trip more convenient
and enjoyable [2]. In ITS, vehicles and roadside operating
units are wirelessly connected using vehicular communication
technologies so as to provide drivers the real-time traffic
information and assist them to make driving decisions. Despite
the efforts on ITS, with vehicles controlled by human being,
ITS is only an information system with following issues:

Troublesome and dangerous work: Controlled by driver,
the driving actions of a vehicle is decided by the driver’s
personal experience and subjective consciousness. In addition,
the drivers in a boring driving environment may be distracted
by other things (e.g., phone ringing, scenery, etc.) along the
way. As reported by the Association for Safe International
Road Travel [3], the reason that causes accidents is mainly
attributable to the inappropriate operations of drivers. Apart
from safety problem, as shown in Fig. 1, drivers have to do a
lot of labor intensive and time consuming works (e.g., park,
charge and repair their vehicles) in the ITS and thus fail to
obtain the comfortable travel experience.

Inefficient scheduling system: The ITS can provide in-
formation and recommend driving decisions to drivers. How-
ever, not all the drivers drive according to the recommended
decisions. In addition, the road conditions provided by the
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Fig. 1. The current ITS.

ITS, in general, are the events that have happened. This
phenomenon mainly stems from the fact that the traffic status
is affected by the decisions of all the drivers, where the
topology dynamically changes with the high-speed mobility of
vehicles. Consequently, it is difficult to schedule and manage
the traffic in a global way.

Low quality of experience: With various travel intentions,
different drivers have different driving requirements. For ex-
ample, some drivers may pay attention to the driving time
while the other drivers may care about the driving costs.
However, the driving decisions that can be recommended by
the ITS to each driver are limited, where the diverse driving
requirements of drivers can not be satisfied. Furthermore, the
recommended decisions in the ITS are not absolutely correct
due to the lack of precise management and global control. As a
result, the drivers may suffer from a low quality of experience
(QoE) because the ITS fails to meet their diverse requirements.

Fortunately, the rapid development of autonomous driving
technology makes it possible for revolutionizing the ITS. It is
reported that all Tesla cars shipped in 2019 are equipped with
full autonomous driving capability. Embedded with various
sensors, computing devices and communication units, the
controllable autonomous vehicles (AVs) can understand the
surrounding traffic environment and make accurate driving
decisions by themselves [4]. In this way, drivers are released
from getting into boring and dangerous works, where the
real-time data perception and precise vehicle control can
significantly improve the driving safety. Furthermore, by inte-
grating VANETs with artificial intelligence (AI), the AVs can
be collaboratively managed with the target of achieving the
global scheduling system and satisfying the diverse driving
requirements. With these promising advantages, autonomous
driving will inevitably revolutionize the operation mode of the
traditional transportation system, namely, the ITS.
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Fig. 2. The principles of autonomous driving.

In this article, we represent the initial step toward the futur-
istic ITS (FITS) by jointly considering the available vehicular
communication technologies, AI and the features of AVs. We
first develop the autonomous vehicular networks (AVNs) based
on the rapidly development of AVs and the advanced vehicular
communication technologies to support globe data perception
and real-time data sharing. Then, we integrate the AVNs and
AI to design the FITS which is an accurate and efficient
global traffic scheduling and management system. After that,
a case of customized path planning is studied to evaluate the
performance of the proposed framework. Finally, we discuss
the research issues to highlight the future research directions.

II. BACKGROUND OF AVS AND HETVNETS

A. AVs

In order to perceive the driving environment and make
driving decisions like humans, as shown in Fig. 2, an AV
typically has the following components [5].

• Sensing devices: AVs, as a type of robots, are equipped
with various sensors and devices such as lidar, radar
sensors, video cameras, global position system (GPS) and
inertial measurement unit (IMU). With these sensors and
devices, each AV can understand the traffic environment
and achieve a controllable driving.

• Storage device: An on-board unit (OBU) is embedded in
each AV to cache valuable information. On one hand, the
private information of the AV can be cached in the OBU,
such as the interests of the owner. On the other hand, the
useful information, such as high precision maps, can be
cached to facilitate the autonomous driving.

• Processing device: The central processing unit (CPU)
is able to integrate the data sensed from surrounding
environment and the useful data cached in OBU to make
driving decisions.

• Control device: The logic control unit (LCU) completes
real-time control of the onboard hardware devices to
achieve safely autonomous driving.

With these components, the autonomous driving process of
an AV can be divided into the following steps.

• Environment perception: The AV uses a group of sen-
sors to sense the surrounding static objects (e.g., road
signs and number of lanes) and dynamic objects (e.g.,

pedestrians, animals and other moving AVs), where the
collected data are used to support driving decisions.

• Behavior decision: Behavior decision is the process
that the CPU makes driving decisions and generates
the commands to control the AV’s motion by jointly
analyzing the perceived traffic environment information
and the AV’s current driving state.

• Motion control: According to the driving decisions made
by the CPU, the LCU then transmits the corresponding
control commands to engines, brakes, wheels and so forth
through wired signals with the target of realizing safe and
precise motion control.

B. HetVNETs

With the development of space-air-ground integrated net-
works (SAGINs), a variety of communication technologies can
form heterogeneous vehicular networks (HetVNETs) [6].

• Satellite communication: With a globe communication
coverage, satellite communication is able to provide the
network services for AVs which are out of the coverage
of other vehicular communication infrastructures [7].

• DSRC: Based on IEEE 802.11p, the dedicated short
range communication (DSRC) is designed to provide
network services to AVs [8]. To this end, a group of
roadside units (RSUs) can be deployed along roads so
that each AV can connect with its nearby RSU to obtain
the requested information.

• Cellular networks: The cellular networks can be re-
graded as the long term evolution (LTE), 4G and 5G,
which are advocated by the Third Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP), to provide AVs with vehicle-to-
everything (V2X) services [9]. Using the cellular base
stations (CBS), AVs can obtain network access services
by connecting the cellular networks.

• UAVs: Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), which are
equipped with dedicated sensors and communication de-
vices, can undertake various vehicular services to facili-
tate the autonomous driving [10]. With flexible mobility,
UAVs can be treated as flying vehicular nodes to enhance
the communication performance of the RSUs or OBUs.

III. AVNS

In this section, we design the AVNs by considering the
features of AVs and the HetVNETs.

A. Network Architecture of AVNs

As shown in Fig. 3, the architecture of the network consists
of three layers, which are AV layer, edge layer and cloud layer.

AV layer: This layer consists of all the AVs. Equipped
with advanced sensors and OBU, each AV can sense the sur-
rounding environment, cache valuable information and execute
computing tasks for autonomous driving. Additionally, the
perceived information can be shared among a group of AVs to
make the driving decisions more accurately. However, caused
by the perception range of sensors, the decisions made by AVs
can only make driving decisions based on limited information.
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Fig. 3. The network architecture of the AVNs.

Edge layer: This layer is composed of edge infrastructures
with caching, communication and computing abilities, such
as RSUs, CBSs and UAVs. The RSUs and CBSs are fixed
nodes while the UAVs in the contrast have high flexibility.
The devices deployed at the edge layer are closer to the AVs
than the cloud layer. Consequently, the edge layer can support
local services with low latency. On the other hand, the edge
devices can pre-process the data that need to be transmitted
to the cloud layer, where the data traffic in the cloud can be
reduced.

Cloud layer: The cloud layer has more powerful caching
and computing abilities than the AV layer and edge layer.
On one hand, the historical data related to the traffic can be
cached in this layer. For example, the information of an AV
user can be cached in cloud server so that the travel habit
of the user can be further estimated. On the other hand, the
cloud layer has the global view of the traffic. It can obtain the
information generated by the dynamic traffic and the AVs to
make scheduling decisions and manage the traffic as a whole.

B. Features of AVNs Enabled Transportation

In this subsection, we analyze the features of AVNs enabled
transportation to pave the way for developing the FITS.

Global data perception: With the advanced sensors and
devices, the traffic environment around an AV can be effi-
ciently collected. Furthermore, with the assist of AVNs, the
data generated by the AVs together with the data generated
by the traffic in the road sections can be collected by the
infrastructures deployed at the edge layer to achieve the traffic
data perception in a global way.

Real time data transmission: With the support of the
AVNs, the network coverage of the city can be realized and the
traffic data can be shared among all the communication devices
and infrastructures. On one hand, an AV can connect to the
nearby AVs to deliver warning information or share driving
information using V2V communication. On the other hand,
the AVNs consist of various communication technologies can
communicate with AVs to obtain real-time data sharing.

Multilayer data computing: In the AVNs, all the devices
in the three layers have the computing ability and can be
used to complete different tasks. For the AV layer, each AV
can compute task by itself or execute task with other AVs
collaboratively [11]. Furthermore, the devices in the edge
layer can execute computing tasks locally. If an AV has a
task that cannot be executed by itself, the AV can offload
the task to the nearby edge devices. Although the AVs and
edge devices can assist the transportation with computing
services, the resources that they have cannot satisfy the heavy
computing tasks generated by the traffic. Therefore, some tasks
need to be completed by the cloud server which can provide
rich resources.

Distributed data caching: The data with various types
and values are cached in different devices in the AVNs.
Specifically, the data about the AVs and their owners can be
cached in the cloud server to develop insurance and diagnostic
plans. The information related to geographic location can be
distributed in the devices at the edge layer. For example, the
high precision maps of all the roads in the city can be cached
in the cloud server and a part of them can be cached in the
edge devices and AVs selectively. Besides, the data related
to the dynamic traffic are also distributed in different devices
to facilitate the real time traffic scheduling. In this way, the
retrieve time of the cached data can be reduced as some of
them can be cached at the edge of the network.

IV. FITS
According to the features of the AVNs enabled transporta-

tion, in this section, as the architecture shown in Fig. 4,
we briefly introduce the process of combining AVNs and
AI. With the AVNs, the data generated by the transportation
(i.e., physical network) can be efficiently collected, shared,
computed and cached. Then, based on the collected data, a vir-
tual network can be developed by constructing the intelligent
digital twin (IDT) of the physical network [12]. In the virtual
network, the data can be processed, analyzed, and analyzed to
support various vehicular applications by using well-designed
AI-based algorithms. With the AI-based algorithms, the traffic
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management and scheduling strategies and schemes can be
obtained to facilitate the transportation system in the physical
network. Based on the combination of AVNs and AI, we then
design the FITS which includes the following systems, as
shown in Fig. 5.

Information collection system: The information collection
system is able to manage all the data and information related
to the transportation, including data generation, sensing, col-
lection and utilization. These data can be collected to achieve
different goals. With the analysis of the data by using AI-
based algorithms, 1) the information of each AV and its owner
cached in the cloud server can be used to make scheduling
plans. For example, machine learning can be designed to
detect the misbehavior of AVs [13]; 2) the information of
the components equipped on each AV, such as the lifetime
of various on-board sensors, can be used to ensure the safety
of the AV and develop insurance and diagnostic plans; 3) the
environmental information around each AV can be utilized
to enable safe and efficient autonomous driving; 4) the data
generated by the traffic of each road segment can be explored
to forecast and schedule the traffic flow. Besides, compared
with the high simulation cost in the actual system, the valuable
data can be used to simulate and test new algorithms or
train learning models. With the collected information, the
transportation system then has a global view of the traffic.
By using the global information to train AI algorithms, the
cloud layer can make full use of the available resources in the
FITS, such as charging station and parking lot.

AV control system: The AV control system refers to the
full automatic control process of an AV. In this process, each

AV uses the AI-based algorithms to make driving decisions
based on the collected data from the surrounding environment
and the information received from the neighboring AVs or
edge devices. With these decisions, there is no need for human
intervention in driving and stopping operations as the motion
of each AV can be controlled accurately and efficiently. For
example, deep learning can significantly improve the AV’s
ability to detect and classify the surrounding objects, thus
facilitating the fusion of data obtained by different sensors.
With the AV control system, the accurate motion control of
each AV can free drivers from getting into boring driving and
significantly reduce the probability of accidents.

Intelligent driving system: Based on the information ob-
tained from AVs and the edge devices in the AVNs, the
cloud server is in charge of the intelligent driving system.
Specifically, by using the AI-based algorithms to analyze the
collected data, the cloud layer can forecast the city traffic and
dynamically decides a driving speed which will be assigned
to the edge devices in the given road segment. Based on the
assigned driving speed, the edge devices then control the AVs
that drive on this road segment. For the AVs that join in this
road segment, it keeps the driving speed as the same as others.
On the contrary, for the AV that intends to change its lane, it
needs to adjust its driving speed and follows the given speed
in the new road segment. Obviously, with the traffic control
of each road segment, the probability of traffic jams in each
road segment can be reduced.

Intelligent traffic scheduling system: With the intelligent
driving system, the traffic in each road segment can be
managed efficiently. We then introduce the intelligent traffic
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scheduling system to schedule the traffic in a global way. In
the intelligent traffic scheduling system, the cloud layer can
use AI-based algorithms to predict the traffic flow of each road
section and then regulate the direction of traffic flow on each
road to break the layout of roads so as to make flexible use
of road resources. For example, with the efficient scheduling,
traffic lights will no longer be needed to manage traffic at
intersections [14]. Besides, rewards or compensations can be
further used to dispatch traffic flow. Specifically, according to
AI-based data analysis in the cloud layer, the system can give
different rewards or compensations to different road sections.
For example, the system can charge high prices on congested
road sections and give rewards on non-congested road sections.
In this way, some AVs will be attracted by rewards and drive
to non-congested road sections, even if the non-congested road
sections need to drive a longer distance. According to the
precise management of traffic in different road segments and
intersections, the system can also develop real-time plans to
deal with emergencies. For example, to make sure the rescue
AVs (e.g., police cars and ambulances) to drive with a high-
speed and barrier-free environment, the system will provide
the best driving route to them and notify the AVs in the road
segments associated with the selected route in advance. With
the traffic scheduling, the transportation becomes smart, where
the probability of traffic jams can be reduced and the traffic
efficiency can be significantly improved.

Electronic trading system: In order to minimize human
participation, it is necessary to establish an electronic trading
system to enable AVs to charge/pay fees according to their
behaviors in the FITS. With the electronic trading system,
each person, which intends to join in the FITS, has a virtual
currency account (VCA) to complete the transactions with
various types. Each AV owner needs to deposit enough money
in advance in its VCA to make sure that its AV can interact
with other devices successfully. For the people who do not
have AVs, the VCA is also developed for each of them as they
may travel by using the public transportation. After completing
the transaction, the related fees will be automatically trans-
ferred among all the participants, thus reducing the number
of brakes on AVs and avoiding the wrong payment caused by
human error. As the resources in city transportation such as
parking spaces and charge stations are limited and dynamically
changing, AI-based algorithms can be used to dynamically
price these resources. For the owner of an AV, when the
AV charges, occupies the parking space or executes other
consumption applications, the related fees will be deducted
automatically from the owner’s VCA based on the ID of
the AV. For the people who use public transport, AI-based
algorithms can be used to train their biological features so
that they can pay for services more convenient. In this way,
people in the FITS do not need cash or credit cards to pay for
any transactions. Thus, it can greatly enhance people’s travel
experience and improve the utilization rate of AVs.

Customized service system: In the fully controlled traffic
environment, passengers no longer need to focus on the
driving process and thus pay more attention to the driving
requirements. Generally, different people have different driving
requirements (e.g., driving time and costs) even for the same
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Fig. 5. The architecture of FITS.

trip. Therefore, we also need to establish the customized
service system in the FITS to satisfy the needs of different
users. For example, when an AV intends to park with low cost
while does not care about the driving distance, the customized
service system then provides the optimal choice to the AV
for parking using the AI-based algorithms. In the aspect of
traffic dispatching, the FITS can charge/compensate the cost to
reduce/increase the travel time of users. By designing AI-based
algorithms to analyze the collected data, the customized ser-
vice system can set different charging/compensation schemes
for users with different driving requirements. Specifically, if a
user plans to reduce the travel time by selecting the shortest
path and the fastest speed, it has to pay the system for the
driving request. Conversely, the corresponding compensation
will be paid the users who are willing to increase their travel
time. In addition, according to the requirements of users,
AI-based algorithms also can be explored to customize their
driving routes. Obviously, the customized service system can
lubricate the city traffic scheduling and enhance the travel
experience of each user.

V. CASE STUDY

In this section, a case of customized path planning is studied
to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed FITS. We first
introduce the scenario setting, followed by the result analysis.

A. Scenario Setting

Consider a general scenario that an area has 100 road
sections, where the distance of each road section is randomly
generated between 1km and 10km. In addition, we set the
maximum speed (i.e., vmax) and the maximum density (i.e.,
kmax) of the AVs to be 110km/h and 80veh/km, respectively. In
this way, we can obtain the velocity that an AV drives on each
road section by v = vmax(1 − k

kmax
), where k is the density

of AVs in this road section [15]. By dividing the distance
by the speed, the cloud layer can collect the driving time
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to determine the compensation price for each road section,
where the price changes from -1 to 1. Then the cloud layer
delivers the driving time and compensation price to the edge
layer which broadcasts these information to all the AVs. After
receiving the driving time and compensation price of each road
section, each AV uses the Q-learning algorithm to customize
the optimal driving path to obtain maximum utility based on
its preference for compensation price and driving time, where
the preference varies from 0 to 1 to weight the above two
factors.

B. Simulation Result

With the aforementioned scenario, we compare the proposal
with the following conventional schemes: 1) Shortest driving
time (SDT): The AV only considers the driving time to obtain
the optimal driving path; 2) Maximum driving compensation
(MDC): The AV only considers the compensation price to
plan its driving path; 3) Minimum number of sections (MNS):
The AV selects the path which has the least number of road
sections. Fig. 6 is the utility of the AV by changing the
preference of the AV for the compensation price and driving
time. From this figure, we can see that the proposal can lead
to the highest utility to the AV compared with the other
conventional schemes. The reasons are as follows. For the
SDT and MDC, they only consider one of the two factors (i.e.,
the driving time and the compensation price) to determine the
optimal driving path, where the other factor is not considered
to guarantee the utility of the AV. In addition, the AV in
the MNS scheme focuses on the number of road sections,
where both the driving time and the compensation price are
not considered to obtain high utility.

VI. EMERGING RESEARCH ISSUES

A. High Performance Sensing

To perceive the complex and dynamic traffic information
around an AV, it needs to be equipped with sensing de-
vices with high precision. At present, the performance of
the sensing devices, however, have constraints in different

aspects. For example, the lidar has high resolution and strong
anti-interference ability, while its price is very expensive. In
addition, the GPS must be used in a non-closed environment
with the result that it can not be used in many scenarios, such
as tunnels. Therefore, more advanced sensors and the efficient
collaboration among sensors need to be further developed to
support the FITS.

B. Collaborative Networking, Computing and Caching

With the rapidly development of the sixth generation (6G)
networks, the 6G HetVNETs is no longer a simple com-
munication network, but an information network integrating
communication, computing, and storage. On the one hand,
infrastructures or devices in different layers are different in
transmission, computing and caching capabilities. On the other
hand, users in the FITS also have diverse requirements for
different services. Therefore, the heterogeneous networking,
computing and caching resources in the FITS should be
well organized and allocated with the target of satisfying
various requirements of services and providing AVs with the
customized services.

C. AI-based Algorithms

AI-based algorithms can significantly improve the AV’s
ability to detect the surrounding objects and facilitate the
fusion of data obtained by different sensors. In addition, by
analyzing the massive data generated by transportation through
AI-based algorithms, the in-depth understanding of road traffic
demand and network state can be provided to decision-makers
from different network layers. However, different AI-based
algorithms are suitable for different applications and require
different training time. Therefore, how to design the optimal
AI-based algorithm for all the vehicular applications supported
by the FITS should be further studied.

D. Network Security

The FITS will generate massive amounts of data to guide
the efficient operation of the entire system. In other words,
the authenticity and reliability of data are the key factors
affecting the efficiency of the FITS. Therefore, how to de-
tect the authenticity and reliability of data in a dynamically
evolving FITS is a topic worthy of research. Furthermore,
with the designed electronic trading system, a large volume of
transactions will occur among network nodes. 1) The system
needs to set different rewards for different road sections to
dispatch AVs. 2) Rewards should be paid to the nodes in
the system which share storage and computing resources. 3)
The AVs occupying public facilities need to pay for their
requested services. However, the FITS is an open system,
some malicious or aggressive nodes may launch attacks to
seek personal benefits, which will bring unpredictable losses
to normal AVs. Therefore, a green and safe environment needs
to be established to solve the security problems in FITS.
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VII. CONCLUSION

The traffic in the city is getting worse with the rapidly
increase of vehicles. In order to break the operation mode of
the traditional ITS, in this article, we establish a framework
of FITS to provide people with safe, efficient and comfortable
travel experience. Specifically, we have proposed the network
architecture of AVNs based on the rapidly development of
AVs and HetNETs. After that, by using the IDT to integrate
AVNs and AI, we have designed the FITS to set up an accurate
and efficient global traffic scheduling and management system.
After that, a case is studied to evaluate the performance of the
proposed FITS. Finally, the emerging issues are discussed to
highlight the future research directions.
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